Harnessing the Power of Meaningful Data
Districts transform their response to student needs with timely, actionable insights

To start digging deeper, leadership used a data dashboard to identify ninth-graders who were
already off-track. In less than a minute, a member of the district’s research and assessment group
had a list of all the students that fit that description and sent it off to the high schools. Teachers
and administrators at the school level then worked student by student to assign appropriate
credit recovery programs for the upcoming summer.
Santa Clara’s realization came courtesy of a major push across the county to make data more
accessible and actionable in order to eliminate achievement gaps and promote continuous
improvement practices. As part of a robust plan launched in 2012 by the Santa Clara County
Office of Education (SCCOE), educators of every level, in every district and school have access to
support from the SCCOE to become proficient in the use of the County’s DataZone, a new data
tool powered by Hoonuit District Enterprise (formerly Versifit) to give teachers and administrators
more insight into how their students, schools, and districts are performing.
“It’s no longer about why students are failing, it’s about how teachers are teaching,” explained
Marcy Lauck, Director of Data Governance for SCCOE who trains educators and administrators on
how to maximize the use of data. “This is a paradigm shift. Good data changes how teachers are
thinking about their work with students.”

“

Access to
actionable
data for
administrators,
counselors,
and teachers
is making a
tremendous
difference in
the myriad ways
students are
experiencing
school.

“

Last May, leaders at Santa Clara Unified School District were disappointed to see themselves on a
list of Bay Area districts with stagnant high school graduation rates. They resolved to implement
solutions that would improve student performance, and began by consulting research which
suggested it is nearly impossible for a freshman entering their sophomore year behind in credits
to catch up and stay on track to graduate.

Marcy Lauck,
Director of Data Governance
Santa Clara County Office of Education
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Powering Decision-Making & Driving Student Achievement
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Changing Big Systems
Although SCCOE began building the DataZone four years ago, it was primarily an internal data warehouse for the County Office. In the
fall of 2015, the COE decided to create two demonstration districts to build out the dashboards to meet district needs. Seven districts
are now core DataZone districts and others are preparing for membership. “Implementing a data warehouse and the resulting access
to comprehensive data involves changing how districts make decisions, and then grounding decisions in data,” Lauck said.
For Lauck, that all starts with training educators to see things differently using data. While teachers and administrators can be
intimidated at first, that dissipates pretty quickly once teachers see the way SCCOE has set up the Hoonuit District Enterprise platform.
“The dashboard and the DataZone are easy for people to navigate,” Lauck said. To prove it, she typically starts with a quick treasure
hunt, giving staff a list of things to do in 30 minutes: explore filters for different subgroups of students, create a cohort of at-risk
students and find an individual student’s history. “When they see how easy it is, it always ignites a desire to know more and to engage
colleagues in discussions about how they might develop action plans based on data.”
Acclimating educators to the idea that data is a powerful tool in transforming student outcomes also requires a lot of listening. When
Lauck speaks with teachers, she asks them what kinds of information they need to improve their classrooms. “They want data from
local assessments, not state ones, and they like master rosters,” Lauck said. “They need to be able regroup students who are at
different levels of skill mastery, and they don’t want to hunt down data from three different sources.”
Since districts typically see the most value from access to early warning data in one central
place, Lauck often helps them delve deeply into those data sets. “The Early Warning
dashboards support powerful conversations among teachers and administrators,” Lauck
explained. “The ease of assigning students who are high risk in several domains—for
example, attendance and behavior—to targeted interventions is a high leverage activity.”
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